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Mr. Garrow:I finally found a hotel that offers the government contractor rate and also has availability!  I have 

made a reservation for you at the DoubleTree Hotel at National Airport.  The hotel is located at 300 Army-

Navy Drive, phone number 703-416-4100.  I have reserved a room for you for the night of April 13 at the rate 

of $159 + tax.  I guaranteed the room against my American Express, so if for any reason you need to cancel, 

the room must be canceled  by 4:00 pm on the 13th to avoid charges to my card.  Your confirmation number is 

795399.Your airline tickets will be delivered to the office here tomorrow.  I was able to get you the flights you 

requested.  The government does not allow the use of personal frequent flyer accounts in conjunction with 

official government travel so I was not able to give your number to our travel agency.Jeremy is sending a 

package of information related to the meeting via FedEx at the end of the week.  I will put your tickets and 

other relevant travel info in that package.  Please let me know if you have any questions or if you need 

anything else.Tracy To:	Tracy_Shycoff @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Tracy Shycoff/ARRB)From:	garrow @ 

emory.edu @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	03/27/98 01:22:51 PMSubject:	ARRB conferenceTracy:Just 

touching base. It's now clear on my end that I will indeed come upthe afternoon of 4/13 & then back that 

evening of 4/14. Do you have a listof hotels for me to choose from for that night of 4/13?Thanks,Dave Garrow 
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